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Event information
The New Zealand Kung Fu Wushu Federation is holding its 2022 
National Championships on Saturday 12 November at the 
Auckland Netball Centre on 7 Allison Ferguson Drive in 
Auckland. 

The championships will feature the following categories

Individual event categories
● Traditional Taolu
● Modern Taolu
● Tai Chi
● Sanda kickboxing
● King of Sanda Cup

Group event categories
● Group Tai Chi
● Dui Lian
● And the new Interschool Group Challenge 

A preliminary event timeline will be provided to competitors and 
coaches closer to the event. 

Competition information
Event information

Scheduled times are subject to change. Information will be 
communicated in advance. 

Time Detail

8.30AM Doors open - check-in
Sanda weigh-in from 8.30am to 9am

9.00AM Opening ceremony

9.30AM Taolu and Tai Chi begins

10.00AM Sanda begins

12.30PM Break & prize giving

1.00PM Event resumes

4.30PM Final prize giving
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Competition information
Competitor registration
To register, please click on the online form below. For a physical form 
email events@wushu.org.nz, complete and return.

Individual event registration form

Group event registration form

Registrations are due Monday 7 November 2022 with no 
registrations on the day.

Competitor events
Individual competitors may only enter up to three (3) events across 
Taolu, Tai Chi and Sanda. 

This does not include the Interschool Group Challenge, or Dui Lian, or 
Group Tai Chi or the King of Sanda cup. 

Team collection points competition
Each club that has at least six (6) competitors entered into the 
championships will automatically enter the NZKWF Team Cup 
challenge. Event placings earn points with a 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place 
cup for winning teams. Find out more on page 22. 

Registration fees
Individual events (Taolu/Tai Chi and Sanda) fees are;
● $30 for up to three (3) events for NZKWF members
● $40 for up to three (3) events for non-NZKWF members

Group events 
● $30 for Group Tai Chi and Interschool Group Challenge
● $30 for two person or three person Dui Lian.

NZKWF Membership
Want to sign up as a New Zealand Kung Fu Wushu Federation 
member? We have constituent (club), associate (club), and 
individual membership categories available. 

Click here for membership categories.

Click here for membership forms.

Registration payments can be made to:
Bank: ASB Bank Limited
Branch: Manners Street Wellington
Account name: NZ Kung-Fu Wushu Federation Inc
Account number: 12 3141 0194869 00
Reference: Full name 

Registration fees must be paid in advance of the competition 
unless otherwise arranged with the organising committee. 
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Determining event & bout categories
All competitors will be grouped and matched as close as 
possible to the appropriate:
● Event division
● Age and gender
● Level of experience
● Weight division
● Weapon or form type

Event draw and timings
Every effort will be made to ensure that a competitor does not 
have an event clash across their entered categories. 

In the event that this occurs the competitor and their coach will 
be notified as soon as possible

The organising committee reserves the right to merge 
divisions, age categories and weight divisions to help 
administer the competition in situations where there are 
insufficient event registrations. 

Competition information
Age divisions
Competitor ages are taken as on the day of competition. 

Child: 7 to 11 years (Minimum age for Sanda is 9 years)
Junior: 12 to 14 years
Youth: 15 to 17 years
Adult: 18 to 40 years
Senior: 41+ years

Experience divisions
Novice: No competition experience or an elementary level of 
training.
Intermediate: Some competition experience and a moderate 
level of training
Advanced: Experienced competitor at an advanced skill level
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Traditional 
Taolu

Beginner Taolu Event May be established for competitors who have not competed previously 
or have a novice/elementary level of training. Beginner competitors may only enter one (1) event 
but can choose a routine from any of the traditional taolu categories.

Traditional Taolu Northern Style Barehand Event
Styles may include; Bei Shaolin Quan, Changquan, Xingyiquan.  Wu Dang Quan, White Crane, Pao 
Chui, Baguazhang, Eagle Claw, Bajiquan, Tong bei Quan and more.

Traditional Taolu Southern Style Barehand Event
Fut Gar, Choi Li Fut, Wing Chun, Hong Quan, Wuzuquan, Nan Yang Shaolin, Nan Shaolin Quan, 
Praying Mantis and more.
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Costumes and Apparatus must be in a clean, 
tidy and repaired state. Extra care must be taken 
when carrying and performing with weapons. No 
jewelry. Shoes are optional. 

Long Weapon Event such as: Stick, pudao, 
kwandao, qiangshu, trident etc

Short Weapon Event such as:
Daoshu, jianshu, fan, Two handed sword etc

Other Weapon Event such as 9-section whip, 
three sectional staff, double weapons etc

Imitation Event Animal imitation such as mantis, 
tiger, eagle claw, monkey style etc



Modern
Taolu

Modern Taolu Barehand Events
Elementary Routines
- Junior Changquan

International Competition Routines (ICR)
- Changquan (1st Set ICR)
- Nanquan (ICR)

International Competition Routines
- Changquan (3rd Set ICR)
- Nanquan (3rd Set ICR)

Optional Routines
- Optional Changquan
- Optional Nanquan

Modern Taolu Weapon Events
Elementary Routines
- Daoshu
- Jianshu
- Gunshu
- Qiangshu

Modern Taolu Weapon Events cont
Elementary Routines
- Daoshu (1st Set ICR)
- Jianshu (1st Set ICR)
- Qiangshu (1st Set ICR)
- Gunshu (1st Set ICR)
- Nandao (ICR)
- Nangun (ICR)

International Competition Routines
- Daoshu (3rd Set ICR)
- Jianshu (3rd Set ICR)
- Qiangshu (3rd Set ICR)
- Gunshu (3rd Set ICR)
- Nandao (3rd Set ICR)
- Nangun (3rd Set ICR)

Optional Routines
- Optional Daoshu
- Optional Jianshu
- Optional Gunshu
- Optional Qiangshu
- Optional Nandao
- Optional Nangun

Costumes and Apparatus must be in a 
clean, tidy and repaired state. Extra care must 
be taken when carrying and performing with 
weapons. Shoes are compulsory. 
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Tai Chi
Tai Chi Barehand Events
Compulsory / New Standardized Routines
- Yang Style (40 Step Yang Style or New Yang Style Competition Routine)
- Chen Style (56 Step Chen Style Taijiquan or New Chen Style Competition Routine)
- Other Style (45 Step Wu Style Taijiquan or 73 Step Sun Style Taijiquan)
- 24 Step Taijiquan
- 42 Step Taijiquan

Traditional Routines
Example: Yang, Chen, Wu or Sun styles

Tai Chi Weapon Events
Compulsory / Standardised Sword 
- 32 Step Taijijian
- 42 Step Taijijian
- New Yang Style Competition Sword Routine
- New Chen Style Competition Sword Routine
Traditional Tai Chi Sword
Other Weapon (Fan, Broadsword, etc)
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Group 
Events

Tai Chi Group Event
Group routines must be performed to music (USB shall be provided by the participating 
Groups). Music may NOT be played for any other competition event. Groups may be mixed 
male and female, bare-hands and weapons.

The Tai Chi Group shall consist of no less than six (6) persons and no more than ten (10). Male 
and female competitors can be mixed. Age groups can be mixed. Each participating organisation 
may only enter one group team in each group event category. 
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Dui Lian Event
Choreographed sparring sets of Bare Hand to 
Bare Hand, Weapon to Weapon or Bare Hand to 
Weapon

One duel event - Duel event is limited to two (2) 
to three (3) persons. Male and female mixed 
teams are allowed.

Interschool Group Challenge Event 
The Interschool category is an event for 
participating primary and secondary schools 
who engage with Federation’s Wushu classes. 
Interschool Groups consist of no less than ten 
(10) and no more than twenty (20) persons. 
Male and female competitors can be mixed



Rules and regulations
The competition will follow IWUF and NZKWF Rules & Regulations.

Judging
Each routine will be judged by a panel of judges presided over by a Head 
Judge. Routines will be scored using the NZKWF ‘Standard Scoring 
System’, unless a separate category is held for IWUF International Wushu 
Taolu Routines. Only if there is deemed to be a sufficient number of 
entries will the IWUF International Wushu Taolu Judging be used.

Taolu & Tai Chi Judges
The Head Judge for Traditional and Modern Taolu will be appointed by 
the New Zealand Kung-fu Wushu Federation.

There are six (6) judges that make up the Taolu or Tai Chi judging panel

Each club may elect to have a maximum of two judges from their club to 
join the group of judges in the National Competition.

All judges must have judging experience suitable for a national event, and 
attend a meeting with the head judge prior to the event.

All judges will receive a certificate from NZKWF to acknowledge their 
participation.

Taolu & Tai Chi - Judging rules & criteria
NZKWF standard scoring system
The ‘Standard Scoring System’ will be used for Traditional Taolu Forms 
Routines AND may be used for modern IWUF Taolu Forms Routines, as 
decided by the Head Judge. 

There are four scoring categories for the Standard Scoring System, 
totalling 10 points per routine: 

Quality of Movement Specifications - 4 points
Power and Co-ordination - 3 points
Wushu Style Content & Personal Style - 2 points
Wushu Spirit - total score 1 point 

IWUF Taolu judging criteria
Combined score of 10 points per routine
Group A quality of movement - total score 4 points
Group B overall performance - total score 4 points
Group C degree of difficulty - total score 2 points

Clarification
In Taijiquan competition, the words “Power and Co-ordination” are replaced 
by “Pace and Harmony”

Duilan performances/routines may be without weapons, with weapons, or 
bare hands against weapons 
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Traditional routine time limits
Traditional Taolu Barehand routines 50 seconds minimum
Traditional Taolu Weapon routines 50 seconds minimum

Modern routine time limits
Wushu Barehand routines shall be 1:20 to 1:40 minutes
Wushu apparatus routines shall be 1:20 to 1:40 minutes

Tai Chi routine time limits
24 Forms Taijiquan shall be four (4) to six (6) minutes.
42 Forms Taijiquan shall be five (5) to six (6) minutes.
Compulsory Taijiquan (except 24 Step Taijiquan) / New 
Standardised Hand Routines shall be between five (5) and 
six (6) minutes. 
Traditional Taijiquan Bare Hand Routines shall be between 
four (4) and five (5) minutes.
All Taiji Weapon Routines shall be 3 to 4 minutes

Group events
Dual event shall be 40 seconds to 1 minute 30 seconds
Group event shall be 3 to 5 minutes

Taolu & Tai Chi - Routine time limits
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Sanda
Full Contact Event
Full contact Sanda is available to the Youth (15-17) and Adult (18 - 40) age categories. 
Please read the rules to understand the level of conditioning required to compete in 
this category.

Controlled Contact Event
Controlled contact is compulsory for Child (9-11) and Junior (12-14) age categories 
and is available for Youth (15-17) and Adult (18 - 40). Controlled contact has no head 
strikes and is suggested for novice experienced competitors with an elementary level 
of training.

King of Sanda Event
At the conclusion of all full contact adult weight categories, a King of Sanda 
openweight bracket will be available to any male adult (18-40) full contact fighter who 
has fought in this year’s national championships. Permission from the fighter’s coach 
is required.

Protective equipment and first aid
All competitors must have their own mouth guard and groin guard. Gloves, body 
armour, and headgear are provided and compulsory. Shin and instep guards are 
optional. 

A first-aid professional will be on-site with basic first aid supplies. Entrants should 
bring their own supplies such as strapping tape.
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Competition Method
The Sanda competition shall be an ‘Elimination tournament’ 
with ‘final’, ‘semi-final’ and ‘third place’ bouts.  

Divisions with an uneven number of competitors will see the 
lightest competitor in the division receive a ‘by’. Divisions 
with more than four competitors will also have ‘quarter-final’ 
matches. 

If there is only two in a division then there will be a ‘final’ 
match, or one in a division - an exhibition match will be 
organised.

A Sanda bout is comprised of 3 rounds with a 60 second 
break between rounds. Age divisions round lengths are;

Adult (18 - 40) has 120 second rounds,
Youth (15 - 17) has 90 second rounds.
Junior (12-14) and Child (9 - 11) have 60 second rounds. 

Sanda - Competition method
Determining divisions and draws
A preliminary draw will be provided in advance for planning purposes. However 
the final determination of draws and divisions will depend on competitor check 
in and weigh in. 

All efforts will be made to ensure suitable opponents are matched in divisions 
based on gender, age, weight, and experience. We will aim to avoid matching 
competitors from the same clubs in the opening matches of a division. 

The Federation may, with consent from you, your Coach, and Head Judge or 
Platform Judge, look at combining age, weight and skill categories. Gender 
may also be combined on specific, and rare, occasions.

Experience divisions
Indicate experience based on fights in all disciplines not just Sanda. 

Experience Controlled contact Full contact

Novice 0 - 2 fights 0 - 2 fights

Intermediate 3 - 5 fights 3 - 5 fights 

Advanced 6 or more fights 6 or more fights
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Adult (18-40) weight categories
Male: <56kg; <60kg; <65kg; <70kg; <75kg; <80kg; <85kg; <90kg; >90kg
Female: <48kg; <52kg; <56kg; <60kg; <65kg; <70kg; <75kg; <80kg; >80kg

Youth (15-17) weight categories
Male: <48kg; <52kg; <56kg; <60kg; <65kg; <70kg; <75kg; <80kg; >80kg
Female: <48kg; <52kg; <56kg; <60kg; <65kg; <70kg; >70kg

Junior (12-14) weight categories
Male: <39kg; <42kg; <45kg <48kg; <52kg; <56kg; <60kg; >60kg
Female: <39kg; <42kg; <45kg; <48kg; <52kg; <56kg; <60kg; >60kg

Child (9-11) weight categories
Male: <39kg; <42kg; <45kg; <48kg; <52kg; <56kg; <60kg; >60kg
Female: <39kg; <42kg; <45kg; <48kg; <52kg; <56kg; <60kg; >60kg

Clarification: <65kg means 60kg to 64.9kg

Sanda - divisions and judging
Sanda Judging
Each bout will have a platform judge (referee), three (3) to five (5) 
side judges and a Head Judge.

Side judges will determine a round winner at the end of each round 
based on the IWUF Sanda scoring system. 

The Head judge will determine the winner of each round based on 
side judge's determination or other outcome. The bout winner will 
be determined by the Head judge based on competition rules or 
absolute victory. 

Each club may elect to have a maximum of two judges from their 
club to join the group of judges in the National Competition.

All judges must have  judging experience suitable for a national 
event, and attend a meeting with the head judge prior to the event.

All judges will receive a certificate from NZKWF to acknowledge 
their participation.
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Determining the winner of a round
The result of each round will be determined by the scoring by the 
side judges.

- Should during a round, a competitor has been forcibly counted 
two (2) times after receiving heavy blows (excluding fouls), his or 
her opponent will be declared the winner of the round.

- Should during a round, a competitor falls off the platform two (2) 
times, his or her opponent will be declared the winner of the round.

- Should during a round there be a tied score, the winner of the 
round will be decided by the following sequence:

- The competitor with fewer warnings will be declared the 
winner.

- The competitor with fewer admonitions will be declared the 
winner.

- The competitor with a lighter weight on the day of the 
contest will be declared the winner.

- Should a tie remain following the above process, then the round 
will be declared a tie.

Sanda - judging
Determining the winner of a bout
During a bout, the competitor who is first to win two rounds will be 
declared the winner of the bout.

- During a bout, if a competitor is injured or ill and, as certified by the 
first-aid staff and unable to continue the bout, his or her opponent 
will be declared the winner of the bout.

- During a bout, should a competitor feign injury following a foul 
committed by his or her opponent – and this injury is proven to be 
unfounded by the first-aid staff,  the athlete who committed the foul 
will be declared the winner of the bout.

- The competitor who is injured by the opponent through foul 
actions and, as confirmed by the medical supervisor, unable to 
continue the bout, will be declared the winner of the bout, but he will 
be barred from subsequent bouts in the event.

- Under the elimination tournament system, an equal number of 
rounds won by both competitors in a bout, the winner of the bout 
will be decided by the following sequence:

- The competitor with fewer warnings will be declared the 
winner.

- The competitor with fewer admonitions will be declared the 
winner.

- Should a tie remain following the above process, then an 
additional round will be added.
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Absolute Victory will be awarded when
- Should during a bout there be a great disparity in strength 
between the two competitors, the platform referee, with 
the head judge's approval, may declare the stronger 
competitor the winner of the bout. 

- Should during a bout, a competitor is knocked down and 
fails to get to his or her feet within ten (10) seconds 
(excluding personal fouls), or who has managed to get to 
his or her feet but has an abnormal state of 
consciousness, his or her opponent will be declared the 
winner of the bout.

- Should during a bout, a competitor has been forcibly 
counted three times after receiving heavy blows (excluding 
personal fouls), his or her opponent will be declared the 
winner of the bout.

- Should during a round, the difference in score between 
the two competitors be 12 points or more confirmed by the 
majority of sideline judges, then the competitor with the 
higher score shall be deemed the winner of the bout 

Sanda - judging
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Controlled contact rules and regulations
Judging and scoring will follow IWUF Rules and Regulations, with NZKWF 
reserving the right to vary the Rules and Regulations from time to time. 
Techniques and target areas vary between contact level and age 
category. 

Legal target areas - controlled contact
- Torso above the waist including front and side
- Thighs, inside and outside of thigh area
- The leg below the knee

Prohibited target areas - controlled contact
- Any part of the head or neck
- The groin
- The back (spine)
- The knees, elbows, and other joints

Approved techniques - controlled contact
- Punches to the body
- Kicks to the body and legs
- Clinching (max 2 seconds)
- Sweeps and takedowns that will not cause injury
- Throws that will not cause injury

Sanda - Controlled contact scoring criteria
Prohibited techniques - controlled contact
- Striking to the head whether making contact or as a feint.

- Head butt, forearm, elbow, and knee strikes

- Arm locks and similar joint-locking techniques.

- Takedowns by sweeps and throws that could result in a head, neck, or 
spine injury

- throws which cause a competitor to land awkwardly on the head, neck, 
spine, shoulder, knee, or joints

- Throws with a falling height from above shoulder level.

- Intentionally smashing or pressing the opponent down.

- Hitting the opponent’s head by any means when they are already down.

- Choking or strangling techniques.

- Grappling or wrestling on the mats.

- Grasping an opponent with one or two hands and striking with the other 
hand or kicking.

- All techniques which are deliberately intended to injure the opponent 
rather than to score points are prohibited whether on target or not. The 
consideration will be judged on what would have happened if the 
opponent was struck by the technique.

- Uncontrolled and excessive attacks.
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Two points will be awarded - controlled contact
- The opponent is forced out of the fight arena either by retreating or 
being hit or thrown while the competitor remains in the arena.
- If using mats instead of platform, the opponent is considered out of 
bounds when one whole foot is outside the arena.
- The opponent attacks but slips or falls down (except when part of the 
attacking technique e.g., falling whirlwind kick) or a clean safe throw 
while remaining standing. In all circumstances the competitor must 
remain inside the fight arena.
- Executing an effective kick to the torso above the waist including the 
front and side but excluding the back.
- Techniques where the attacker makes the opponent fall down while the 
attacker’s body touches the ground and gets back to his feet within three 
(3) seconds.
- When the opponent receives a standing 8-second count.
- When the opponent receives a personal foul.

No points will be awarded- controlled contact
- Any technique gets blocked or does not land clearly or cleanly.
- Both competitors falls down on / off the fight arena at the same time.
- The opponent attacks and misses or gets blocked and the body lands 
on the floor as part of the attacking technique (e.g., falling whirlwind kick) 
but stands up within three (3) seconds.
- Exchanging punches and kicks during clinches

Sanda - Controlled contact scoring criteria
One point will be awarded - controlled contact
- Executing an effective punch to the torso above the waist including the 
front and side but excluding the back.

- Executing an effective kick to the thighs (unless the leg is raised off the 
ground to be used as a blocking technique or if the attacking leg is hit 
when blocking).

- When both competitors fall down but the opponent hits the ground first.

- Techniques where the attacker makes the opponent fall down while the 
attacker’s body touches the ground but fails to get back to his feet within 
three (3) seconds.

- When the opponent fails to attack within five (5) seconds after receiving 
the order for appointed attack.

- When the opponent fails to get to his feet within three (3) seconds after 
falling down on purpose as part of an attacking technique (e.g., falling 
whirlwind kick, sacrifice throw, etc);

- When the opponent receives a technical foul.
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Full contact rules and regulations
The competition fighting methods and judging and scoring will follow 
IWUF Rules and Regulations, with the Federation reserving the right to 
vary the Rules and Regulations from time to time.
Techniques and target areas vary between contact level and age 
category. 

Legal target areas - full contact
- The head or neck excluding spine or back of head
- Torso above the waist including front and side
- Thighs, inside and outside of thigh area
- The leg below the knee

Prohibited target areas - full contact
- The groin
- The back (spine)
- The knees, elbows, and other joints

Approved techniques - full contact
- Punches to the body and the head (youth single head punches)
- Kicks to the head, body and legs  (youth no kicks to the head)
- Clinching (max 2 seconds)
- Sweeps and takedowns that will not cause injury
- Throws that will not cause injury

Sanda - Full contact scoring criteria
Prohibited techniques - full contact
- Head butt, forearm, elbow, and knee strikes

- Arm locks and similar joint-locking techniques.

- Takedowns by sweeps and throws that could result in a head, neck, or 
spine injury

- throws which cause a competitor to land awkwardly on the head, neck, 
spine, shoulder, knee, or joints

- Throws with a falling height from above shoulder level.

- Intentionally smashing or pressing the opponent down.

- Hitting the opponent’s head by any means when they are already down.

- Choking or strangling techniques.

- Grappling or wrestling on the mats.

- Grasping an opponent with one or two hands and striking with the other 
hand or kicking.

- All techniques which are deliberately intended to injure the opponent 
rather than to score points are prohibited whether on target or not. The 
consideration will be judged on what would have happened if the opponent 
was struck by the technique.

- Uncontrolled and excessive attacks.
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Two points will be awarded - full contact
-  Executing an effective kick to the head
- The opponent is forced out of the fight arena either by retreating or 
being hit or thrown while the competitor remains in the arena.
- If using mats instead of platform, the opponent is considered out of 
bounds when one whole foot is outside the arena.
- The opponent attacks but slips or falls down (except when part of the 
attacking technique e.g., falling whirlwind kick) or a clean safe throw 
while remaining standing. In all circumstances the competitor must 
remain inside the fight arena.
- Executing an effective kick to the torso above the waist including the 
front and side but excluding the back.
- Techniques where the attacker makes the opponent fall down while the 
attacker’s body touches the ground and gets back to his feet within three 
(3) seconds.
- When the opponent receives a standing 8-second count.
- When the opponent receives a personal foul.

No points will be awarded - full contact
- Any technique gets blocked or does not land clearly or cleanly.
- Both competitors falls down on / off the fight arena at the same time.
- The opponent attacks and misses or gets blocked and the body lands 
on the floor as part of the attacking technique (e.g., falling whirlwind kick) 
but stands up within three (3) seconds.
- Exchanging punches and kicks during clinches

Sanda - Full contact scoring criteria
One point will be awarded - full contact
- Executing an effective punch to the head and torso above the waist 
including the front and side but excluding the back.

- Executing an effective kick to the thighs (unless the leg is raised off the 
ground to be used as a blocking technique or if the attacking leg is hit 
when blocking).

- When both competitors fall down but the opponent hits the ground first.

- Techniques where the attacker makes the opponent fall down while the 
attacker’s body touches the ground but fails to get back to his feet within 
three (3) seconds.

- When the opponent fails to attack within five (5) seconds after receiving 
the order for appointed attack.

- When the opponent fails to get to his feet within three (3) seconds after 
falling down on purpose as part of an attacking technique (e.g., falling 
whirlwind kick, sacrifice throw, etc);

- When the opponent receives a technical foul.
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Placings &
Awards

Interschool Group Challenge Cup
The inaugural Interschool Group Challenge will 
have a primary school and secondary school 
division. 

The division 1st place group will receive a cup.

Taolu, Tai Chi, & Group Placing
The competitor who is given the highest 
score will be deemed 1st place, the next 
2nd place, and the next 3rd place. In the 
event of a tie score, and on review by the 
Head Judge, an equal placing may be 
awarded.

Taolu and Tai Chi Awards
Each event 1st, 2nd and 3rd place will 
receive a medal and a certificate during 
the placing ceremony.

Tai Chi Group
Each group 1st, 2nd and 3rd place will 
receive a certificate during the placing 
ceremony and 1st place will receive a cup.

Dui Lian Awards
Each group 1st, 2nd and 3rd place will 
receive a certificate and a medal during 
the placing ceremony.
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Placings &
Awards

Sanda placings
The Sanda divisions are conducted through an 
elimination tournament system.. Competitors 
will be placed depending on how they progress 
through their division bracket. 

Sanda Awards
Each division 1st, 2nd and 3rd place will receive 
a medal and a certificate during the placing 
ceremony.

King of Sanda Cup
The winner of the King of Sanda openweight 
bracket will receive the King of Sanda Cup. 2nd 
and 3rd place will receive a medal and a 
certificate during the placing ceremony.

Any adult (18-40) full contact fighter who has 
fought in this year’s national championships 
may enter with the permission of their coach.

NZKWF Team Cup
Each club that has at least six (6) 
entrants during the championships will 
automatically enter the NZKWF Team 
Cup challenge. 

The club’s six (6) highest scoring 
entrants will be attributed toward the 
club’s total score.

Each entrant can have their two highest 
event placings across Sanda and Taolu 
contribute toward their total score. 

Placings score as below:

Gold = 5 points
Silver = 4 points
Bronze = 3 points
4th - 7th = 2 points
8th - 10th = 1 point

The 1st place, 2nd place, and 3rd place 
clubs shall receive a cup.
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Venue information
The Auckland Netball Centre is situated on 7 
Allison Ferguson Drive in St Johns. 

There is plenty of parking and the Kokkino Cafe on 
site provides food and beverage services. 

There are changing rooms and plenty of seating 
space for spectators and competitors. 

Venue areas
● Check in and administration centre
● Taolu area 1
● Taolu area 2
● Sanda area 1 (Lei Tai)
● Sanda area 2 (Mats)
● Marshalling area
● First Aid

Competition information
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Event officials
Event manager:
Chief Referee:
Head Marshall:
Statistical recorder:

Sanda judges
Full contact Platform referee:
Controlled contact Platform referee:
Head judge:
Sideline judge 1:
Sideline judge 2:
Sideline judge 3:
Sideline judge 4:
Sideline judge 5:

Officials
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Taolu judges
Head judge:
Time keeper:
Statistical recorder:
Judge 1:
Judge 2:
Judge 3:
Judge 4:
Judge 5:
Judge 6:

Tai Chi judges
Head judge:
Time keeper:
Statistical recorder:
Judge 1:
Judge 2:
Judge 3:
Judge 4:
Judge 5:
Judge 6:


